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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  demonstrate  microfabrication  and  characterization  of  suspended  carbon  nanotube  (CNT)  thin-film
structures  possessing  a  high  degree  of  alignment.  The  alignment  of  CNT  was  achieved  by  the open
microfluidic  channel  template  and  enhanced  by heating  the  CNT  dispersion,  which  was  scalable  and
processable.  The  degree  of alignment,  as  characterized  by Raman  spectroscopy,  yielded  a high  G-  to  D-
band intensity  ratio  of  22  along  the  fluid  flow  direction.  The  microfluidic  alignment  scheme  was  combined
with  microfabrication  techniques  for the fabrication  of suspended  thin-film  structures.  The  sidewall  of
CNT film  pattern,  left  in fluidic  channel  removal  process,  was  successfully  removed  by oxygen  plasma
etching  with  a  masking  layer  of  photoresist,  as  shown  by  scanning  electron  microscopy  and  atomic

−3

icrofluidics

uspended CNT thin film
EMS switch

force  microscopy.  The  resistivity  of  the  aligned  CNT  film  was  found  to  be  2.2  ×  10 �  cm,  smaller  than
that  of  films  aligned  by  other  techniques.  The  aligned  CNT  film  was released  by  etching  a sacrificial  layer.
Mechanical  characterization  showed  a  nominal  Young’s  modulus  of  635  GPa  and  yield  strength  of  2.4  GPa
on the  assumption  of a fixed–fixed  Euler  beam.  The  reliable,  scalable  and  processable  fabrication  process,
the  resulting  high  conductivity  and  excellent  mechanical  properties  may  enable  aligned  CNT  films  to  be
a potent  candidate  for  electromechanical  device  applications.
. Introduction

Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), they have gar-
ered much attention in both academic and industrial sectors

or novel device applications such as transistors [1,2], light emit-
ing diodes [3],  sensors [4–7] and electromechanical switches [8].
NT-based electromechanical switches made as suspended bridges
cross two anchoring electrodes revealed a high switching speed
nd low actuation voltage on the range of 1–10 V [8–10]. Most CNT-
ased electromechanical switches were implemented as individual
ne-dimensional (1D) nanostructures through either in situ growth
r post-growth assembly. In situ growth of individual CNTs on a pat-
erned substrate requires a high synthesis temperature (∼400 ◦C),
hich might be a hurdle for integrating with CMOS or using a flexi-

le polymer substrate. Furthermore, manipulating individual CNTs
s a post-growth assembly for the integration into a host device

tructure is extremely challenging and unlikely to be manufac-
urable. Instead of using individual CNTs, therefore, we  reported the
eliable fabrication of the suspended CNT nanocomposite thin-film
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structure through the combination of lithographic technique and
layer-by-layer nano-self-assembly [11]. The electrical and mechan-
ical properties of randomly networked CNT composite thin-film
were elucidated upon release of the film.

In addition to the development of a reliable fabrication scheme,
the alignment of a 1D nanomaterial has been of great interest as a
functional nanostructure for enhancement of device performance.
The alignment of a 1D nanomaterial may  adjust the mechanical
strength [12], electrical or thermal transport phenomenon [13], and
tune the anisotropy of host materials [14]. A futuristic application
of CNTs in electromechanical switches requires a good electrical
conductivity with excellent mechanical properties, which is tar-
geted for high speed device application. For this reason, aligned
CNT films have been spotlighted as a functional nanostructure suit-
able for nanoelectronics due to the relieved fabrication challenge
[5] while preserving the ballistic properties [2].  Indeed, the selec-
tive placement and controllable orientation of CNTs along with
a large-area capability are essential, being compatible with cur-
rent silicon-based fabrication techniques for scale-up production.
In addition, the post-growth assembly and alignment are of great

importance when considering CNTs as an off-the-shelf raw building
component. Aligned CNT thin-films made by dielectrophoresis was
reported to have a better mechanical properties [15] and electri-
cal device performance [16] than a film with randomly distributed

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2012.06.013
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09244247
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/sna
mailto:tcui@me.umn.edu
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Fig. 1. Suspended and aligned carbon nanotube thin-film structure using open microfluidic channel template: (a) beam fabrication flowchart ((i) photoresist microfluidic
channel fabrication, (ii) CNT alignment and lift-off, (iii) to (v) sidewall removal process with oxygen plasma etching, (vi) photoresist anchor fabrication, (vii) beam release
by  sacrificial layer etching), (b) schematic of thermally enhanced microfluidic template guided aligning scheme, and (c) contact angle measurement before the alignment
revealing hydrophobic photoresist channel (top) and superhydrophilic a-Si surface (bottom) that are suitable for CNT alignment. In (a), left column shows cross section view
whilst  right depicts top view. CNT solution evaporated at 80 ◦C so that 3-phase line moves down leaving aligned CNTs along fluidic channels.
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NTs. However, the dielectrophoretic approach lacks the capabil-
ty of both selective placement and alignment over a large area,
nd requires an electrode pattern for the application of an elec-
ric field [17]. The capillary force induced alignment of selectively
rown CNTs [18] was demonstrated for the fabrication of 3D MEMS
evices [19]. Here we demonstrate that the microfluidic approach
as scalable, highly reproducible and processable compared to

ther techniques, achieving a high degree of alignment along the
uid direction [20].

In this study, therefore, aligned CNT films are fabricated by
eans of a microfluidic template alignment scheme [20] and sus-

ended fully using lithographic techniques for the application of
EMS  switch [11]. Due to different micropatterning techniques,

he fabrication process was modified to address the issues of side-
all and etching of sacrificial layer. The fabrication procedure is
escribed with emphasis on the successful release of the aligned
NT films. The aligned CNT film is characterized electrically and
echanically in the form of a 2D film on the substrate and a 3D

lm suspended between two anchors, respectively, revealing a film
esistivity of 2.2 × 10−3 � cm and a Young’s modulus of 635 GPa.
ligned CNT films, as stiff and conductive nanostructures, are a
otential candidate for electromechanical devices such as high
peed radio frequency (RF) switches.
. Experiment

The fabrication of the suspended aligned CNT thin-film beam
nvolved a combination of microfluidic alignment [20] and CNT
device fabrication techniques [11]. The fabrication flowchart is
shown in Fig. 1(a). Starting with well cleaned silicon (Si) wafer,
amorphous silicon (a-Si) was  deposited using plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) at 150 ◦C. It served as a sacrifi-
cial layer for beam release as well as dielectric layer for electrical
characterization of the aligned SWCNT film. The thickness was
around 1 �m in order to accommodate the deflection when the
suspended CNT thin-film beams were tested using the nanoinden-
ter afterward. Microfluidic templates were fabricated by patterning
a positive photoresist (PR, Shipley S1813) using photolithography
(step i). The fabricated open channel width and height were 4 and
1.3 �m,  respectively. After oxygen (O2) plasma treatment of the
template at a power of 100 W and an O2 flow rate of 100 sccm for
1 min, the wafer was  soaked in a developer solution for 5 s to obtain
the surface wetting properties suitable for CNT alignment. This sur-
face treatment scheme yielded hydrophobic channel sidewalls and
a hydrophilic channel bottom, which was crucial in alignment of
CNTs. Subsequently, the fluidic channel was dipped into SWCNT
dispersion (PureTubesTM, Nanointergris Inc., 0.25 wt%, diameter of
1.2–1.7 nm and length of 0.3–4 �m)  with a tilt angle of about 20◦

and the bottom surface of CNTs solution container was placed on a
hotplate at 80 ◦C to expedite the evaporation as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Following lift-off of the PR channel in acetone (step ii), a 2nd lithog-
raphy step was  used to remove the sidewall (step iii). The etch

was  done for 3 min  in a 150 W O2 plasma with an O2 flow rate
of 100 sccm (step iv). After PR strip (step v), the mechanical anchor
was  fabricated for suspended beams with lithography (step vi). The
micropattern of PR on both ends of aligned SWCNT film played
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Fig. 2. Comparison of randomly distributed and aligned CNTs on the Si/a-Si sub-
strate formed at 80 ◦C with 0.25 wt% CNT dispersion concentration: SEM images of
randomly networked (a) and aligned CNTs (b), and representative Raman spectra
(c) taken with the laser polarized parallel to microfluidic flow direction. G/D band
ratios were found as 3.5 and 22 for randomly distributed and aligned CNTs, respec-
t
t

a
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f
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a
v

Fig. 3. Suspended CNT beam structure without side-wall removal process: (a) AFM
topology image in tapping mode and (b) surface profile along the line indicated in (a).
The beam was supposed to be 5 �m wide possessing 5 �m spacing between beams.
ively, which is strong indication of the directional alignment. The arrow indicates
he direction of alignment.

 role of the mechanical anchor. PR was used as the anchor for
imple mechanical test, however a metal anchor was  substituted
or the electrical characterization of aligned CNT film. In this case,
hromium/gold was sputtered and patterned as both anchors and

lectrodes. Finally, the a-Si was etched using a 300 W SF6 plasma
t a flow rate of 200 sccm producing a pressure of 300 mTorr (step
ii).
The beam tended to be wider whereas spacing becomes narrower presumably due
to  the straightening of the side-wall.

3. Results and discussion

For CNTs to be aligned in the microfluidic template, the surface
treatment is one of key parameters. We  discovered a lithographic
method to control surface wetting properties suitable for microflu-
idic template guided CNT alignment. Generally, photolithography
results in more hydrophobic channel walls than the bottom. After
an O2 plasma treatment at 100 W and an O2 flow rate of 100 sccm
for 1 min, a superhydrophilic surface was  obtained on the pho-
toresist fluidic channel wall, while the channel bottom is slightly
hydrophobic. Dipping of microfluidic template into developer solu-
tion again for 5–10 s altered the surface wetting property, resulting
in a hydrophobic channel wall (water contact angle of 53◦) and
superhydrophilic channel bottom as shown in Fig. 1(c). This sur-
face wetting property facilitated the alignment of CNT. We  could
not observe well-aligned CNT film using microfluidic channel tem-
plates after photolithographic patterning or O2 plasma treatment.
Re-develop of PR template was essential for the CNT alignment in
this study.

Raman spectroscopy (Alpha 300R, WITec) was used to compare
the aligned CNT film with the randomly networked CNT film that
had been fabricated by drop drying on the fluidic channel without
tilting the substrate followed by lift-off in acetone. Raman spec-
troscopy has been widely used for characterizing the purity and
ordering of CNTs [21,22]. In the Raman spectrum the G-band is
induced by the ordered graphitic structure while the D-band is

caused by disorder [21]. The G-band to D-band intensity ratio (G/D
band ratio) is typically used to quantify the degree of alignment
[20,23] provided that individual CNTs have the same quality. SEM
images of randomly distributed and aligned CNT by microfluidic
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Fig. 4. The effect of oxygen plasma (O2) etching for the removal of sidewall: SEM images of aligned CNT film (a) before and (b) after side-wall removal, AFM topography
(c)  before and (d) after side-wall removal, and surface profile across the beam (e) before and (f) after removal of sidewall. The side-wall was removed completely after O2

plasma treatment.
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emplate are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The alignment
f the CNTs along the direction of the fluidic channel, expressed
y the arrow in the figure, is clearly observed in (b), whereas no
vidence of alignment is revealed in (a). The Raman spectra were
ollected with the laser polarized along the direction of microfluidic
hannel at the wavelength of 514.5 nm and a power of 5 mW for 5 s.
he G/D band ratio was found as 3.5 and 22 for randomly distributed
nd aligned CNTs, respectively. As CNTs become aligned along a
ertain direction, the D-band intensity decreases and the G-band
ntensity increases due to the enhanced graphitic matches among
NTs [20]. We  performed both SEM and Raman characterization for
he aligned CNTs film fabricated at the evaporation temperature of
0–95 ◦C with microfluidic channel width of 2–5 �m using 0.25,
.188 and 0.125 wt% of CNT dispersion [20]. As a result, a higher
egree of alignment was  observed when higher temperature, nar-
ower microfluidic channel width and lower CNT dispersion were
sed. Among those, the effect of evaporation temperature was  the
ost important parameter in controlling a degree of alignment.
The removal of side-wall of aligned CNT thin-film was one of key

rocesses that enabled the successful release of aligned CNT film
ithout distortion of the beam dimensions. Unlike an etching pro-

ess [11], the lift-off process, which is described as step ii in Fig. 1(a),
enerally leaves tall side fences as shown in Fig. 3. The side-wall

as occasionally as high as 1 �m,  close to the height of microflu-

dic PR template depending on the lift-off process. The existence
f a sidewall may  be problematic for applications of novel CNTs
hin-film in functional electromechanical devices. For example,
when using the film for forming the beam for transducers, it
increases the moment of inertia and spring constant of the beams,
eventually causing the increase in pull-in voltage of the electrome-
chanical switch.

We  addressed the side-wall issue by using O2 plasma etching
with PR mask. The etching mask was designed such that the width
was  1–2 �m smaller than microfluidic channel width. The removal
of the fence in the aligned CNT film was  verified with SEM and
AFM as shown in Fig. 4. The SEM images in Fig. 4(a) and (b) clearly
demonstrates the removal of the fence. The surface morphology
across the film exhibited the fairly high fence as shown in Fig. 4(c)
and (e). It ranges from 0.3 to 1.3 �m depending on the lift-off pro-
cess. On the other hand, the film after O2 plasma etching shows
no evidence of sidewall as observed in Fig. 4(d) and (f). Although
a thin layer of side-wall traces may  be found as shown in Fig. 4(d)
and (f), it could be completely removed in the release process. Con-
sequently, the significant fence height was removed by O2 plasma
etching as shown in Fig. 4(f).

The fence removal process resulted in a narrowing of the aligned
CNT film patterns. The microfluidic channel originally had a 5 �m
width and 5 �m spacing. When the fabrication was  used with-
out a side-wall removal (steps iii–v), it resulted in atomic force
microscopy topology as shown in Fig. 3(a). The tapping mode was

to minimize the shear interaction of AFM tip with the side wall of
aligned CNT thin-film to avoid dimensional distortion. Nonetheless,
the beam width is larger than 5 �m and gap between consecutive
beams is smaller than 5 �m as indicated in Fig. 3(b). The beam
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Fig. 5. Electrical characterization of a single 3 �m wide beam on Si/a-Si substrate: (a) exemplary AFM topological image, (b) height profile along the lines indicated in
(a)  resulting in film thickness of 86 nm,  and (c) plot of resistance versus channel length. The fitted line showed the relationship of R = 84.1L + 1558 and R = 70.1L + 1491,
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espectively, leading to the film resistivity of 2.2 × 10−3 � cm. The error bar indicate

eems to be wider whereas spacing becomes narrower presumably
ue to the straightening of the side wall.

Instead of a photoresist mechanical anchor, as described as
tep vi in fabrication flowchart, a metallic layer of chromium/gold
Cr/Au) was sputter-deposited onto both anchor and provided
n electrical contact to characterize the aligned CNTs film. The
hin-film had a 3 �m width and lengths of 12, 22 and 52 �m.
FM was used to measure the thickness of thin-film before the
elease as shown in Fig. 5(a). The surface profile in Fig. 5(b)
long the line indicated in (a) revealed the film thickness of
6 nm.  Another film with thickness of 104.5 nm, characterized as

n Fig. 4(d) and (f), was also used for electrical characterization.
–V measurement was conducted and resistance was  extracted
n the range of −0.5 to 0.5 V from two-terminal contact devices.
he fitted lines in Fig. 5(c) demonstrated a linear relationship
f R = 84.1L + 1558 (R2 = 0.998) and R = 70.1L + 1491 (R2 = 0.996),
espectively, for 86 and 104.5 nm thick films. Here, R is the resis-
ance in � and L is the channel length in �m.  The error bars
ndicate the standard deviation from 10 different devices. The resis-
ivity and contact resistance were calculated as 2.17 × 10−3 � cm
nd 780 � for the 86 nm thick film and as 2.21 × 10−3 � cm and

45 � for the 104.5 nm thick film. It is noted that the aligned film
ielded the same resistivity. Furthermore, the resistivity is almost

 times smaller than the aligned film formed by dielectrophore-
is [17] presumably due to densely packed and uniformly aligned
standard deviation.

CNTs. Indeed, microfluidic alignment manufactures dense CNT film
possessing a high degree of alignment for the structural applica-
tion.

The suspended CNT thin-film beam with a high degree of align-
ment was  characterized by SEM to demonstrate the structural
sustainability. The film was  released entirely over the large area as
shown in Fig. 6(a), where the suspended beam array is shown. Fur-
thermore, the alignment of CNTs was maintained after the release
process as shown in Fig. 6(b). It is evident that SF6 plasma did not
impair the alignment of CNTs. The suspension of the film mani-
fested itself with the aid of Fig. 6(c) that was  focused on the beam
edge with the blurred etched a-Si surface as a background. The con-
focal microscopy was used to confirm the fully suspended beam,
resulting in two distinct reflected peaks on the film. It meant that
there was  the space between the suspended beam and etched
surface. Furthermore, the effect of O2 plasma has been verified
to completely remove the side-wall. In addition, PR successfully
played a role of the mechanical pads for suspended beam struc-
tures as shown in Fig. 6(d). The segregation of CNT film from the
PR pad was not observed even after the mechanical characteri-
zation with the nanoindenter tip, which will be discussed later.

Consequently, microfluidic template guided CNT alignment fol-
lowed by microfabrication of the suspended beam structure is
scalable and processable technique suitable for electromechanical
devices.
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F he images are shown with 60◦ tilted angle. The alignment of CNTs was maintained after
r ent of CNTs, (c) the beam edge that demonstrates clear CNTs and blurred etched surface,
a
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Table 1
Sample description and mechanical properties found in nanoindentation test.

Sample Thickness (nm) Average E (GPa) � (GPa)

k (N/m) Fy (�N)
ig. 6. Scanning electron microscopy image of suspended CNTs beam structures: t
elease.  (a) Array of suspended beams, (b) a single beam with a high degree of alignm
nd  (d) photoresist mechanical anchor pad that depicts a good structural integrity.

The mechanical properties of the suspended beams were char-
cterized with tribonanoindenter (TI 900 Triboindenter, Hysitron)
aving the Bercovich tip with a tip diameter of 1 �m.  This ensures
hat the indenter does not penetrate into the CNT film so that the
ndent depth measured in the indentation process is considered the
eam deflection. Firstly, the suspended beam sample was placed
nder the indenter tip that was capable of scanning the sample sur-
ace with a force of 2 �N. Then the tip was placed on the center of the
eam and started exerting the specified load function. Two kinds of
uspended beams with a different thickness were tested and typ-
cal load–deflection curves on each sample were demonstrated in
ig. 7(a). The inset shows the load function used, where the load
ncreased linearly with the time from 2.5 to 20 �N and decreased
inearly in load-controlled mode. The deflection increased linearly

ith the load in the elastic region beyond which the load signifi-
antly increased to produce the same deflection compared to elastic
egion. The linear relationship on initial stage of loading was  not
bserved for the aligned CNT film on the substrate as a control.
he abrupt increase in load may  be attributed to the penetration of
he indenter tip into the film presumably upon the yield of the top
urface of the beam on which Hertz contact mechanics come into
lay along with the beam deflection theory. The abrupt increase

n load is different behavior from gold nanowire [24], where the
oad to produce the same amount of deflection decreased due to
he ductility of gold. Particularly, it is noted that the linear rela-
ion between load and deflection spans over a couple of hundreds

f nanometer in deflection, a few times of beam thickness. The
ield point at fixed-fixed beam configuration has been extracted
rom the point where the experimental values start to deviate from
he theoretical calculation [24]. The spring constants (k) and the
Group I 92 18.6 ± 1.7 7.1 ± 1.8 626 ± 55 2.3 ± 0.5
Group II 115 37.3 ± 1.9 12.3 ± 2.6 644 ± 35 2.5 ± 0.5

force on yielding (Fy) were extracted on the elastic region and
yield points, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7(b). The suspended
beam with the mechanical anchor at both ends can be modeled as
fixed-fixed beam based on a good structural integrity observed in
Fig. 6. Young’s modulus (E) and yield strength (�) of the structural
beam material are extracted from Euler beam theory as follows:

E = L3k

16 wt3

� = 3FyL

4wt2

where w, t, and L are the width, thickness, and length of the
beam, respectively. Two kinds of samples with 92 and 115 nm
thickness measured by AFM were tested and the data were sum-
marized as shown in Table 1. Consequently, Young’s modulus

of 635 GPa and yield strength of 2.4 GPa were found. A high
Young’s modulus with a high elastic deflection makes this struc-
tural material a potential candidate for electromechanical switch
application.
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Fig. 7. Mechanical characterization of 3 �m wide and 10.8 �m long suspended
CNT beams with nanoindentation: Two kinds of thicknesses are tested as shown
in  Table 1. (a) Typical load–deflection curves (inset: load function applied), (b)
extracted force at yielding point versus spring constant found in the linear elas-
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ic  region from which yield strength (�) and Young’s modulus (E) are extracted as
hown in Table 1.

. Conclusion

In summary, we have utilized thermally enhanced microfluidic
emplate guided alignment scheme in order to fabricate suspended
ridges targeted for nanoelectromechanical switch application. The
icrofluidic alignment is proven to be an effective way of fab-

icating dense films and realizing a high degree of alignment,
hich is scalable and processable for the manufacture of the struc-

urally functional CNT nanostructure. The lithography-compatible
echniques successfully make the suspended bridge with a high
egree of alignment. The resistivity of aligned CNTs film is found
s 2.2 × 10−3 � cm and the indentation test showed a nominal high
oung’s modulus of 635 GPa and yield strength of 2.4 GPa. The con-
uctive CNT film has excellent mechanical properties and could be
n excellent candidate for electromechanical device applications.
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